ABSTRACT. 
twist angle upon the linking number Ik has not been yet investigated. Clearly this dependence should be taken into account provided that the rigidity corresponding to the twist changes £J1B comparable with that connected with supercoiling ( £ T ). This point ia of importance when interpreting the results of the experiments (4, 5, 6) discovered the probability distribution of the fluctuations around the equilibrium state of the nicked form. Only when Crc is negligible in comparison with Qp the experimentally observed Lk distribution may be thought to be indistinguishable from the superhelioal turns distribution.
In this paper the changes in circular diChroism spectra of the supercoiled and nicked DNAs produced by the ionic strength winding have been investigated. The experimental data are interpreted in the framework of the phenomenological thermodynamio consideration and Gt/Gfl ratio is estimated.
MATERIALS AHD METHODS
Cell growth and labeling. Monkey kidney cells CV-1 were grown, infected with SV40 virus (strain 776) and labeled as described previously (7) .
Tetracyclin resistant E.Coli cells (strain HB-1O1) harbouring pHB9 plasmid were grown and amplified as described (8). IOTA preparation. SV4O was extracted by the method of Hirt (9) and the supernatant obtained was deproteinixed and purified twice by propidium iodide -cesium chloride density centrifugation. The higher density band was collected and the supercoiled DHA was recovered by the ohromatography on Dowex 50 (Ha + ) -Blogel A-5m column in 100 mM Had, 100 mM TEA-HC1, pH=7.5;5 mM Ha-EDTA. Porm I DNA was further purified by the sucrose gradient centrifugation, precipitated with 70% ethanol, then dissolved and dialyzed against 10 mM HaCI, 0.1 mM Ha-EDTA, pHo7.5, pMB9 DHA was prepared after the lysis of apheroblasts obtained upon digestion of the bacteria with 100 pg/ml of lyaozime (Worthlngton) in 0.2 M HaCl, 10 mM TEA-HC1, pH-7.5, 10 mM Na-EDTA. The procedure was mainly similar to that used for SV40 DHA isolation. Por some preparations with negligible contamination with the host DHA the sucrose gradient centrifu-gatlon was omitted* Control of the DBA staples purity. In order to estimate quantitavely the relative content of the nicked and the supercoiled molecules most of the experiments was performed with Hlabeled DBA. An aliquote of each DBA preparation was mixed with cesium chloride solution (p » 1.57). then propidium iodide (Galbiochem) was added to the final concentration of 150 ug/ml and 10 ml -samples were centrlfuged in Ho 65 rotor (K 32 centrifuge, USSR) at 18°C for 24 hours at 50,000 rpm. The gradient was fractionated on 40-50 glass filters (OF/B, Whatman) and acid insoluble radioactivity was counted in SL 30 liquid scintillation spectrometer (Intertechnique). Alternatively, the DFA samples were run in the agarose gel electrophoresis (10), the gels were sliced into 30-40 pieces and the radioactivity was reoovered onto glass filters by freezingsqueezing (11) . In this case the contamination with the labeled host DBA could also be detected. CD spectra measurements. CD spectra were recorded at 220-310 nm by Jouan CD-185 dichrograph at 20°C in 1 cm cell. Initial DHA solution (50 /ug/ml In 10 mil HaCI, 0.1 mM Ha-EDTA) was diluted with saturated LiCl solution (14 M).
THEORETICAL C0H3IDBRATIQH.
We will characterize the state of the closed DHA molecules (both supercoiled and nicked) at given temperature and ionic strength by two thermodynamlcal parameters: duplex winding angle /3 and superhelical angle r • In our consideration these parameters have the same meaning as usually (see for example (12)). The thermodynamlcal approach is correct if the fluctuations of the values are much less than the mean values at equilibrium. Therefore conditions are assumed to be far from the melting interval. It should be noted that fi and V can be treated as independent parameters of the state of closed double-stranded DHA molecule only at the limit of small duplex axeB curvature. More accurate consideration of interrelation between /3 and r presents a problem because it im-plies the knowledge of the molecular form -the question not solved yet. To avoid this complication we assume that significant duplex bending of DHA segment containing a small number of base pairs is scarcely probable ( for DNA persistent length of~200 pairs this is justified). Then ft and Z may be defined independently. By suggesting z as a single parameter, characterizing the space configuration of the axes it is assumed that the form of the molecule corresponds to the equilibrium conformation at given Z (i.e. Jgk (s)ds = mln where g is the bending rigidity and k is the curvature of the duplex axes (13)). The equilibrium state is determined by the minimum condition of free energy as a function of Z and /9 . The tertiary helix parameter Z is introduced in such a way that it has zero value for the nicked molecule at equilibrium irrespective of the /3 value (the duplex is coiled but posses ses no sign ordered tertiary turns). Thus, at eauilibrium where p n -environment dependent twist angle at equilibrium corresponding to the relaxed form* The free energy F ( Z,p ) near the equilibrium may be written in the form:
where G z and 6-a represent appropriate phenomenological rigidities. Parameter Q& characterizes the shape of potential surface at the configurational space for the regular double helix near the equilibrium at particular environment. The connection of phenomenological parameter Q% with the duplex bending rigidity g can be found only provided the molecule axis configuration at given Z is known (see above). As the last question is extremely difficult for the analitical investigation the semiempirical approach applied in present paper seems to be more successful. Unlike the nicked font the set of allowed conformations of oovalently closed DHA is restricted by the topological invariance requirement _ ct=p>+Z = ln\/. _ 3 &/ §/Ay8 n 2i 0.7 and according to 6 dz,/Qfi-0.4. The experimental data an A£ dependence upon ionic strength lead to the same value for Q^/Qfi ratio in the case of pMB9 DNA. In this interpretation we relate the difference in elllpticity with the difference in the helical rotation angle /S for supereoiled and nicked DNA under the same oonditiona. Two additional possible contributions to the form I DNA dichroism are not taken into account: due to nonzero angle between the planes of the adjacent base pairs (caused by bending) and due to the possible cholesteric effect associated with the ordered tertiary structure of the supercoiled DNA molecules. However, both these contributions are expected to be insignificant in our case. The angle between the planes of adjacent base pairs in linear DNA as estimated by Schellman (20) is 4-5 deg./base pair. In naturally occurring superhelical DNAs this angle should not exceed this value (e.g. for 140 pairs DNA segment on the nucleasome core particle the bending angle is equal to 1 3/4 turns x 360 deg./140 base pairs^4*5 dog./ /base pair). So we conclude that bending of DHA can not be responsible for observed difference in CO spectra. As to ch«-lesteric effect it would lead to oocurence of nonconservative component in CD spectrum (resembling the shape of the absorbtion spectrum). It would be reflected in the shift of zero ellipticity point which was not observed (see Fig. 2 ).
It should be noted that available experimental data are not sufficient for estimation of Qz/Qfi value if the last depends on the ionic strength. Unfortunately from the available experimental data upon the ion -DHA interaction it is not possible to evaluate the significance of this dependence (if any).
As it was pointed out in the Introduction the comparability of the secondary and tertiary helices rigidities has a direct relevance to the estimation of the number of the superturns in native DHA obtained by different experimental procedures. Por example, according to 4 the adjacent bands in the Gaussian distribution as determined from gel deaaitograas after circular DHA treatment with the nicking-closing enzyme and electrophoresis (5, 6) differ by the number of superhelical turns AT = i/C^Qz/Gp,) while the appropriate difference in linking number accounts for £& • 1. In this case the exponent of the Gaussian distribution is proportional to the free energy given by 5. Therefore the width of the distribution is determined by the combination of parameters Q z \ Qai y Hence the experiments on nick ing-closing enzyme treatment of circular DHA along with the ratio Gz/Gfl obtained by CD experiment give an opportunity to determine the values of Q-€ and Qfi separately, provided that the temperature and the ionic conditions during HC treatment and CD measurements are identical.
Another way to express the energy of supercoiled molecule is given by Puller (13), who deals with the elastic properties of double stranded DBA. There were attempts (21) to estimate the parameters of elastic model from the experiment on treatment of circular DHA with the nicking-closing enzyme. In our opinion this procedure Is not quite correct. The expression for the free energy of bending In terms of the square of the helical axis curvature (see (13, 21)) implies that the free energy for the folded OTA is counted from the energy level of the rod-like conformation. In the considered elastic model the value of the bending rigidity coefficient may be obtained from the value of the OTA persistence length known from the experiment. In contrast, our consideration deals with the difference in the bending free energy between supereoiled and nicked molecules. Porm 1 and II are distinguished by the extent of the tertiary structure ordering given by macroscopic parameter Z (for form II UFA z is zero). While both these forms may have close vales of the square of curvature and hence of the bending free energy, the difference in Z results in the,free energy difference proportional at small V to T . In this case alongwith the difference in energies of elastic deformations (vanishing at small Z ) the enthropic factor (caused by restriction of allowable conformations of form I OTA relative to form II) contributes significantly to the free energy of the supercoiled MA. In our interpretation Q-z is a phenomenological parameter not linked directly to the persistence length value and should be determined from the experiment.
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